
1Brush typePaints

A small portion of automotive grade paint with an included brush, for repairing 
minor chips and scratches.

Directions:
1. Remove dust, dirt, oil, rust, etc. from the area to be treated. Finally, degrease
with Silicone Off.
2. Shake well and apply promptly. If reapplication or layering is needed, first
allow the previous layer to dry sufficiently.

Touch Up Paint
12ml

4975759170006

ZV9H57FJULRKKKQV

17000

330 270 280W H D mm

Case dimension

9.3 kg

Case weight

360
Case unit

-
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

This set includes a small palette, a fine-tipped brush, and a conveniently-sized
portion of paint thinner. When used together, they can improve the workability
and finish of touch-up paint to give a superior final appearance.

1.Shake paint well and put a small amount on the palette.
2.Use the included thinner as needed.
3.Use the fine-tipped brush to apply the paint carefully to the area to be
repaired.

Directions:

Touch Up Paint Finish Kit
Fine brush×1
Small palette×1
Special thinner×1

4975759091769

ZV9H57FJUKTLRQTV

09176

232 210 285W H D mm

Case dimension

3.0 kg

Case weight

50
Case unit

B-176
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

You can easily repair minor scratches or the paint coming off with this brush
type paint.

Directions
1. Remove dirt and rust from the area being applied and use Atelier 99 Silicone
Off to get rid of oil.
2. Shake the bottle well and apply it quickly.

Wheel Touch Up Paint  W62
Silver 12ml

4975759075622

ZV9H57FJUKRPQMMV

07562

288 225 308W H D mm

Case dimension

3.0 kg

Case weight

100
Case unit

-
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code



1Spray typePaints

This acrylic resin gives high-gloss results just like a factory finish! It is easy to
spray evenly, and features a multi-functional nozzle with 4 modes: wide, spot,
horizontal, and vertical. This allows easy repair to areas of any shape and size.

Directions:
1. Remove dust, oil, burring, and rust from the area to be treated. Sandpaper
may be used to achieve a superior finish.
2. Shake well each time before spraying. The internal ball bearing should make
a noise.
3. Spray from 15-25 cm away. Do not attempt to spray all at once; spray thinly
in parallel lines, using 2-3 layers to achieve an even finish. Wait 5 minutes
between each layer.
4. Leave to dry for 1 hour. Final hardening occurs by heating. Drive for 1 hour 
to harden through heating. Do not touch before hardening.
5. To prevent clogging, discharge upside-down for 2 seconds, wipe the nozzle,
replace cap, and store.

Body Paint - Solid
Solid 300ml

4975759080008

ZV9H57FJUKSKKKSV

08000

410 340 190W H D mm

Case dimension

17.2kg

Case weight

48
Case unit

-
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

This acrylic resin gives high-gloss results just like a factory finish! It is easy to
spray evenly, and features a multi-functional nozzle with 4 modes: wide, spot,
horizontal, and vertical. This allows easy repair to areas of any shape and size.

Directions:
1. Remove dust, oil, burring, and rust from the area to be treated. Sandpaper
may be used to achieve a superior finish.
2. Shake well each time before spraying. The internal ball bearing should make
a noise.
3. Spray from 20-30 cm away. Do not attempt to spray all at once; spray thinly
in parallel lines, using 2-3 layers to achieve an even finish. Wait 10 minutes
between each layer.
4. To prevent clogging, discharge upside-down for 2 seconds, wipe the nozzle,
replace cap, and store.

Body Paint - Metallic, Pearl & Mica
Metallic, Pearl & Mica 300ml

4975759180005

ZV9H57FJULSKKKPV

18000

410 340 190W H D mm

Case dimension

17.2kg

Case weight

48
Case unit

-
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

This two-component clear coat combines the excellent durability and finish of a
2K coating with the convenience of aerosol delivery. Mixing with the activator
occurs inside the can, so no hassle or mess!

Directions:
1. Remove the bottom cap and press the pin downwards against a hard object
such as a concrete floor. Push the pin all the way in.
2. Turn upside-down and leave for 5-10 minutes.
3. Shake well 20-30 times. 
4. After spraying the colour coat, wait 2-5 minutes before applying 2K Urethane
Clear. Apply over a larger area than the colour coat. Spray from 15-25 cm
away. Do not attempt to spray all at once; spray thinly in parallel lines, using 2
-3 layers to achieve an even finish. Wait 10 minutes between each layer.
Note: after mixing, this paint will harden with 12 hours at 20°C. Paint cannot be
used once hardened. 

Urethane Clear
320ml

4975759080060

ZV9H57FJUKSKKQKV

08006

306 224 385W H D mm

Case dimension

8.0 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

B-44
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Straight acrylic resins paint gives cars a glossy shine as if they were new. It is
easy to spray beautifully. Furthermore, it has a 4-way multi-function nozzle, 
'wide or spot' and 'longitudinal or width ways', which allows you to repair any 
scratches regardless of its size.
<Clear> It gives a deep gloss and protects the metallic or pearl mica color
paint.

Directions
1. Shake the can well to mix the paint.
2. 2-5 minutes after painting with Body Paint, spray it evenly on a larger area
than the painted area and 15-25cm away from there, moving the can parallel to
the surface.
3. Do not try to finish at once, but spray it thinly and evenly 2-3 times. Dry for 10
minutes before respraying.
* We recommend you use Body Paint (Gradator) afterward. it will prevent spray
dust from occurring and produces more beautiful result.

Body Paint (Clear)
Clear 300ml

4975759080022

ZV9H57FJUKSKKMMV

08002

410 340 190W H D mm

Case dimension

10.0kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

BP-33
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code



2Spray typePaints

Straight acrylic resins paint gives cars a glossy shine as if they were new. It is 
easy to spray beautifully. Furthermore, it has a 4-way multi-function nozzle,
'wide or spot' and 'longitudinal or width ways', which allows you to repair any
scratches regardless of its size.
<Primary Surfacer> Not only does it resist rust, but it also allows the paint to
adhere firmly to the top coating. 

Directions
1. Remove dust, oil, wax and rust from the area being repaired in advance. We
recommend you polish the desired area with a sandpaper to make it smooth in
order to get more beautiful results.
2. Shake the can well to mix the paint every time before spraying.
3. Spray it 15-25cm away from the area. Do not try to finish at once, but spray it
thinly and evenly 2-3 times. Dry for 10 minutes before respraying.
4. In order to prevent the nozzle from clogging, spray it upside-down for
approximately 2 seconds to let the air out after using. Afterward, wipe off the
nozzle well, put the cap back on, and store.

Body Paint (Primary Surfacer) 
Primary Surfacer 300ml

4975759080039

ZV9H57FJUKSKKNTV

08003

410 340 190W H D mm

Case dimension

10.0kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

B-34
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Straight acrylic resins paint gives cars a glossy shine as if they were new. It is
easy to spray beautifully. Furthermore, it has 4 pattern multi-function nozzle,
'wide or spot' and 'longitudinal or width ways', which allows you to repair any
scratches regardless of its size.
<White Primary Surfacer> If you use this as surface preparation on white pearl 
color or the light color such as red or yellow, it allows you to get more beautiful
result.

Directions
1. Remove dust, oil, wax and rust from the area being repaired in advance. We 
recommend you polish the desired area with a sandpaper to make it smooth in
order to get more beautiful results.
2. Shake the can well to mix the paint every time before spraying.
3. Spray it 15-25cm away from the area. Do not try to finish at once, but spray it
thinly and evenly 2-3 times. Dry for 10 minutes before respraying. 
4. In order to prevent the nozzle from clogging, spray it upside-down for
approximately 2 seconds to let the air out after using. Afterward, wipe off the
nozzle well, put the cap back on, and store.

Body Paint (White Primary Surfacer)
White Primary Surfacer 300ml

4975759080305

ZV9H57FJUKSKNKPV

08030

410 340 190W H D mm

Case dimension

10.0kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

BP-31
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Straight acrylic resins paint gives cars a glossy shine as if they were new. It is
easy to spray beautifully. Furthermore, it has a 4-way multi-function nozzle,
'wide or spot' and 'longitudinal or width ways', which allows you to repair any
scratches regardless of its size.

<Gradator> It obscures the boundary line between the repaired area and the
original paint. It also has an effect of smoothing dust.

Directions
1. Shake the can well.
2. Within 2 minutes after painting, spray it around spray-dust evenly 15-20cm
away from the desired area.
3. To prevent clogging: When finished, spray it upside-down for 2 seconds to let
the air out. Afterward, wipe off the nozzle, put the cap back on and store.

Body Paint (Gradator)
Gradator 300ml

4975759080046

ZV9H57FJUKSKKOQV

08004

410 340 190W H D mm

Case dimension

10.0kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

B-35
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Straight acrylic resins paint gives cars a glossy shine as if they were new. It is
easy to spray beautifully. Furthermore, it has a 4-way multi-function nozzle,
'wide or spot' and 'longitudinal or width ways', which allows you to repair any
scratches regardless of its size.

<Mat Black> Use this for the bumper or preventing glare on the hood.

Directions
1. Shake the can well and spray it 15-20cm away from the desired area. 
2. To prevent clogging: When finished, spray it upside-down for 2 seconds to let
the air out. Afterward, wipe off the nozzle, put the cap back on and store.

Body Paint (Mat Black)
Mat Black 300ml

4975759080053

ZV9H57FJUKSKKPNV

08005

410 340 190W H D mm

Case dimension

10.0kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

B-36
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code



3Spray typePaints

This acrylic resin gives high-gloss results just like a factory finish! This mini can
is enough to paint 2-3 layers over a 0.4-0.6 m2 area (about 4-6 sq. ft.).

Directions:
1. Remove dust, oil, burring, and rust from the area to be treated. Sandpaper
may be used to achieve a superior finish.
2. Shake well each time before spraying. The internal ball bearing should make
a noise.
3. Spray from 15-25 cm away. Do not attempt to spray all at once; spray thinly
in parallel lines, using several layers to achieve an even finish. Wait 10 minutes
between each layer.
4. To prevent clogging, discharge upside-down for 2 seconds, wipe the nozzle,
replace cap, and store.
Note: We recommend use of Soft99 Body Paint Gradator to blend the resulting
finish and hide any overspray.

Body Paint Mini - Clear 
Clear 120ml

4975759080114

ZV9H57FJUKSKLLOV

08011

275 144 332W H D mm

Case dimension

3.5 kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

BP-37
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

This primer surfacer makes a perfect surface for preventing rust and promoting
excellent adhesion of coloured paint! This mini can is enough to paint 2-3 layers
over a 0.4-0.6 m2 area (about 4-6 sq. ft.).

Directions:
1. Remove dust, oil, burring, and rust from the area to be treated. Sandpaper
may be used to achieve a superior finish.
2. Shake well each time before spraying. The internal ball bearing should make 
a noise.
3. Spray from 15-25 cm away. Do not attempt to spray all at once; spray thinly 
in parallel lines, using 2-3 layers to achieve an even finish. Wait 10 minutes
between each layer.
4. To prevent clogging, discharge upside-down for 2 seconds, wipe the nozzle,
replace cap, and store.

Body Paint Mini - Primer-Surfacer
Primer-Surfacer 120ml

4975759080138

ZV9H57FJUKSKLNSV

08013

275 144 332W H D mm

Case dimension

3.5 kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

BP-39
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

This primer surfacer makes a perfect surface for preventing rust and promoting
excellent adhesion of paint! This white primer is perfect for white, red, or light-
coloured vehicles. This mini can is enough to paint 2-3 layers over a 0.4-0.6 m2
area (about 4-6 sq. ft.). 

Directions:
1. Remove dust, oil, burring, and rust from the area to be treated. Sandpaper 
may be used to achieve a superior finish.
2. Shake well each time before spraying. The internal ball bearing should make
a noise.
3. Spray from 15-25 cm away. Do not attempt to spray all at once; spray thinly
in parallel lines, using 2-3 layers to achieve an even finish. Wait 10 minutes
between each layer.
4. To prevent clogging, discharge upside-down for 2 seconds, wipe the nozzle,
replace cap, and store.

Body Paint Mini - White Primer-Surfacer
White Primer-Surfacer 120ml

4975759080145

ZV9H57FJUKSKLOPV

08014

275 144 332W H D mm

Case dimension

3.5 kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

BP-40
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

The gradator is used to obscure the boundary between original and repair
paint. It is also effective at blurring overspray to make it less conspicuous. This
mini can is enough to gradate for a spot repair.

Directions:
1. Shake well each time before spraying. Use within 2 minutes of spraying
paint. Spray from around 15-20 cm away to blur boundaries and spots of
overspray.
2. To prevent clogging, discharge upside-down for 2 seconds, wipe the nozzle,
replace cap, and store.

Body Paint Mini - Gradator
Gradator 120ml

4975759080121

ZV9H57FJUKSKLMLV

08012

275 144 332W H D mm

Case dimension

3.5 kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

BP-38
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code



4Spray typePaints

This convenient aerosol paint thinner is perfect for neatly removing paint when
performing repairs.

Directions:
1. Mask over any areas to be protected.
2. Spray evenly over the paint to be removed from around 15-25 cm away.
3. Without allowing to dry, wipe off with a soft, clean cloth.

Paint Remover
300ml

4975759080152

ZV9H57FJUKSKLPMV

08015

337 190 408W H D mm

Case dimension

10.0kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

B-30
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

A rust-resistant spray paint for automobile chassis and underbody, this paint
creates a thick cushioning layer to prevent chips. 

Directions:
1. Remove dust, oil, burring, and rust from the area to be treated. Sandpaper
may be used to achieve a superior finish.
2. Shake well each time before spraying. The internal ball bearing should make
a noise.
3. Spray from 30-40 cm away. Do not attempt to spray all at once; spray thinly
in parallel lines, using 2-3 layers to achieve an even finish. Wait 10 minutes
between each layer.
4. To prevent clogging, discharge upside-down for 2 seconds, wipe the nozzle,
replace cap, and store.

Under Coat
420ml

4975759080756

ZV9H57FJUKSKRPQV

08075

344 224 276W H D mm

Case dimension

10.0kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

B-46
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

A rust-resistant spray paint for automobile chassis and underbody.

Directions:
1. Remove dust, oil, burring, and rust from the area to be treated. Sandpaper
may be used to achieve a superior finish.
2. Shake well each time before spraying. The internal ball bearing should make
a noise.
3. Spray from 30-40 cm away. Do not attempt to spray all at once; spray thinly
in parallel lines, using 2-3 layers to achieve an even finish. Wait 10 minutes
between each layer.
4. To prevent clogging, discharge upside-down for 2 seconds, wipe the nozzle,
replace cap, and store.

Chassis Black
420ml

4975759080701

ZV9H57FJUKSKRKLV

08070

348 225 271W H D mm

Case dimension

9.2 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

B-45
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

This silicone resin paint is highly heat resistant, suitable for use on high
temperature parts such as the muffler or around the engine.

Directions:
1. Remove dust, oil, burring, and rust from the area to be treated. Sandpaper
may be used to achieve a superior finish.
2. Shake well each time before spraying. The internal ball bearing should make
a noise.
3. Spray from 15-25 cm away. Do not attempt to spray all at once; spray thinly
in parallel lines, using 2-3 layers to achieve an even finish. Wait 5 minutes
between each layer.
4. Leave to dry for 1 hour. Final hardening occurs by heating. Drive for 1 hour
to harden through heating. Do not touch before hardening.
5. To prevent clogging, discharge upside-down for 2 seconds, wipe the nozzle,
replace cap, and store.

Heatproof Paint - Black
Black 300ml

4975759080206

ZV9H57FJUKSKMKQV

08020

337 179 408W H D mm

Case dimension

10.0kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

BP-1
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code



5Spray typePaints

This silicone resin paint is highly heat resistant, suitable for use on high
temperature parts such as the muffler or around the engine.

Directions:
1. Remove dust, oil, burring, and rust from the area to be treated. Sandpaper
may be used to achieve a superior finish.
2. Shake well each time before spraying. The internal ball bearing should make
a noise.
3. Spray from 15-25 cm away. Do not attempt to spray all at once; spray thinly
in parallel lines, using 2-3 layers to achieve an even finish. Wait 5 minutes
between each layer.
4. Leave to dry for 1 hour. Final hardening occurs by heating. Drive for 1 hour
to harden through heating. Do not touch before hardening.
5. To prevent clogging, discharge upside-down for 2 seconds, wipe the nozzle,
replace cap, and store. 

Heatproof Paint - Silver
Silver 300ml

4975759080213

ZV9H57FJUKSKMLNV

08021

337 179 408W H D mm

Case dimension

10.0kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

BP-2
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

This silicone resin paint is highly heat resistant, suitable for use on high
temperature parts such as the muffler or around the engine.

Directions:
1. Remove dust, oil, burring, and rust from the area to be treated. Sandpaper
may be used to achieve a superior finish.
2. Shake well each time before spraying. The internal ball bearing should make
a noise.
3. Spray from 15-25 cm away. Do not attempt to spray all at once; spray thinly
in parallel lines, using 2-3 layers to achieve an even finish. Wait 5 minutes
between each layer.
4. Leave to dry for 1 hour. Final hardening occurs by heating. Drive for 1 hour
to harden through heating. Do not touch before hardening.
5. To prevent clogging, discharge upside-down for 2 seconds, wipe the nozzle,
replace cap, and store.

Heatproof Paint - Titanium
Titanium 300ml

4975759080275

ZV9H57FJUKSKMRPV

08027

337 179 408W H D mm

Case dimension

10.0kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

BP-7
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Easy to apply yet super durable! Surface preparation is NOT necessary. With
this acrylic lacquer paint, you apply it directly to wheels or chrome parts.
The product lineup consists of 13 colors including a candy color!

Directions
1.  Remove dust, oil, chips, and rust from the desired area. Polishing with a
sandpaper in advance will help you get more beautiful result.
2. Shake the can well to mix the paint, making sure the ball inside clanks.
Shake it every time before spraying.
3. Stand 15-25cm away from the surface and spray. Do not overspray to finish
at once. Spray parallel and thinly 2-3 times for beautiful results. *Dry for 5
minute every time before respraying.
4. Hardens by heated after drying. Therefore, drive for more than 1 hour and 
heat it to make it harden after drying for more than 1 hour. Do not touch the
painted area until it hardens completely.
5. In order to prevent the nozzle from clogging, spray it upside-down for about 2
seconds to let the air out after using. Afterward, wipe off the nozzle well, put the
cap back on, and store.

Wheel Color Paint  W36
Gold 300ml

4975759075363

ZV9H57FJUKRPNQNV

07536

290 365 430W H D mm

Case dimension

17.2kg

Case weight

48
Case unit

-
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Easy to apply yet super durable! Surface preparation is NOT necessary. With
this acrylic lacquer paint, you apply it directly to wheels or chrome parts.
The product lineup consists of 13 colors including a candy color!

Directions
1.  Remove dust, oil, chips, and rust from the desired area. Polishing with a
sandpaper in advance will help you get more beautiful result.
2. Shake the can well to mix the paint, making sure the ball inside clanks.
Shake it every time before spraying.
3. Stand 15-25cm away from the surface and spray. Do not overspray to finish
at once. Spray parallel and thinly 2-3 times for beautiful results. *Dry for 5
minute every time before respraying.
4. Hardens by heated after drying. Therefore, drive for more than 1 hour and 
heat it to make it harden after drying for more than 1 hour. Do not touch the
painted area until it hardens completely.
5. In order to prevent the nozzle from clogging, spray it upside-down for about 2
seconds to let the air out after using. Afterward, wipe off the nozzle well, put the
cap back on, and store.

Wheel Color Paint  W37
Silver 300ml

4975759075370

ZV9H57FJUKRPNRKV

07537

290 365 430W H D mm

Case dimension

17.2kg

Case weight

48
Case unit

-
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code



6Spray typePaints

Easy to apply yet super durable! Surface preparation is NOT necessary. With
this acrylic lacquer paint, you apply it directly to wheels or chrome parts.
The product lineup consists of 13 colors including a candy color!

Directions
1.  Remove dust, oil, chips, and rust from the desired area. Polishing with a
sandpaper in advance will help you get more beautiful result.
2. Shake the can well to mix the paint, making sure the ball inside clanks.
Shake it every time before spraying.
3. Stand 15-25cm away from the surface and spray. Do not overspray to finish
at once. Spray parallel and thinly 2-3 times for beautiful results. *Dry for 5
minute every time before respraying.
4. Hardens by heated after drying. Therefore, drive for more than 1 hour and 
heat it to make it harden after drying for more than 1 hour. Do not touch the
painted area until it hardens completely.
5. In order to prevent the nozzle from clogging, spray it upside-down for about 2
seconds to let the air out after using. Afterward, wipe off the nozzle well, put the
cap back on, and store. 

Wheel Color Paint  W38 
Mat Black 300ml

4975759075387

ZV9H57FJUKRPNSRV

07538

290 365 430W H D mm

Case dimension

17.2kg

Case weight

48
Case unit

-
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Easy to apply yet super durable! Surface preparation is NOT necessary. With
this acrylic lacquer paint, you apply it directly to wheels or chrome parts.
The product lineup consists of 13 colors including a candy color!

Directions
1.  Remove dust, oil, chips, and rust from the desired area. Polishing with a
sandpaper in advance will help you get more beautiful result.
2. Shake the can well to mix the paint, making sure the ball inside clanks.
Shake it every time before spraying.
3. Stand 15-25cm away from the surface and spray. Do not overspray to finish
at once. Spray parallel and thinly 2-3 times for beautiful results. *Dry for 5
minute every time before respraying.
4. Hardens by heated after drying. Therefore, drive for more than 1 hour and 
heat it to make it harden after drying for more than 1 hour. Do not touch the
painted area until it hardens completely.
5. In order to prevent the nozzle from clogging, spray it upside-down for about 2
seconds to let the air out after using. Afterward, wipe off the nozzle well, put the
cap back on, and store.

Wheel Color Paint  W39
Black 300ml

4975759075394

ZV9H57FJUKRPNTOV

07539

290 365 430W H D mm

Case dimension

17.2kg

Case weight

48
Case unit

-
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Easy to apply yet super durable! Surface preparation is NOT necessary. With
this acrylic lacquer paint, you apply it directly to wheels or chrome parts.
The product lineup consists of 13 colors including a candy color!

Directions
1.  Remove dust, oil, chips, and rust from the desired area. Polishing with a
sandpaper in advance will help you get more beautiful result.
2. Shake the can well to mix the paint, making sure the ball inside clanks. 
Shake it every time before spraying.
3. Stand 15-25cm away from the surface and spray. Do not overspray to finish
at once. Spray parallel and thinly 2-3 times for beautiful results. *Dry for 5
minute every time before respraying.
4. Hardens by heated after drying. Therefore, drive for more than 1 hour and
heat it to make it harden after drying for more than 1 hour. Do not touch the
painted area until it hardens completely.
5. In order to prevent the nozzle from clogging, spray it upside-down for about 2
seconds to let the air out after using. Afterward, wipe off the nozzle well, put the
cap back on, and store.

Wheel Color Paint  W42
Clear 300ml

4975759075424

ZV9H57FJUKRPOMOV

07542

290 365 430W H D mm

Case dimension 

17.2kg

Case weight

48
Case unit

-
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Easy to apply yet super durable! Surface preparation is NOT necessary. With
this acrylic lacquer paint, you apply it directly to wheels or chrome parts.
The product lineup consists of 13 colors including a candy color!

Directions
1.  Remove dust, oil, chips, and rust from the desired area. Polishing with a
sandpaper in advance will help you get more beautiful result.
2. Shake the can well to mix the paint, making sure the ball inside clanks.
Shake it every time before spraying.
3. Stand 15-25cm away from the surface and spray. Do not overspray to finish
at once. Spray parallel and thinly 2-3 times for beautiful results. *Dry for 5
minute every time before respraying.
4. Hardens by heated after drying. Therefore, drive for more than 1 hour and 
heat it to make it harden after drying for more than 1 hour. Do not touch the
painted area until it hardens completely.
5. In order to prevent the nozzle from clogging, spray it upside-down for about 2
seconds to let the air out after using. Afterward, wipe off the nozzle well, put the
cap back on, and store.

Wheel Color Paint  W43 
Gun Metallic 300ml

4975759075431

ZV9H57FJUKRPONLV

07543

290 365 430W H D mm

Case dimension

17.2kg

Case weight

48
Case unit

-
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code



7Spray typePaints

Transforming a standard brush type touch-up kit into an aerosol spray, this
system makes it easy to achieve a beautiful, even finish when touching up
scratches. The narrowly focussed stream allows precise treatment of scratches
without unnecessary and time-consuming overspray.

Directions:
1. Remove dust, oil, burring, and rust from the area to be treated.
2. Shake the touch up paint well before removing the cap and attaching the
adapter included in the Air Touch kit.
3. The removed brush-cap of the Touch Up paint may be inserted into the hole
in this Air Touch kit package (red push-out).
4. Set the adapter-equipped paint tube into the top of the Air Touch system.
5. Press the top of the Air Touch to propel the paint out for treating scratches.
Spray from around 6-10 cm away. Drying takes 5-10 minutes depending on 
ambient temperature.
6. The Air Touch may be cleaned by pressing the top with no paint attached.

"Air Touch" Touch Up Paint Spray Kit
80ml

4975759090007

ZV9H57FJUKTKKKRV

09000

225 280 684W H D mm

Case dimension

5.3 kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

BP-17
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Use this aerosol as the last step when repairing paint with the Soft99 Air-Touch
system. It will obscure the boundary between original and repair paint, blur
away overspray, and helps achieve a smooth, glossy finish.

Directions:
Spray from 15-25 cm away, over a wider area than that treated with Air-Touch.

Finish Spray For Air Touch
60ml

4975759080183

ZV9H57FJUKSKLSNV

08018

240 142 290W H D mm

Case dimension

3.3 kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

BP-18
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Adding a clear coat can dramatically improve the appearance of a repair. With the included
Quick Adaptor, Air Touch can be switched from colour to clear in just 3 seconds - no
nozzle-washing required!

Directions:
1. Degrease the area to be treated with Silicone Off (sold separately). 
2. Shake the paints well, and then remove the cap of both the colour and clear paints.
3. Install the Quick Adaptor to both paints.
4. After removing the original suction tube from the Air Touch head, attach the colour paint
to the Air Touch using the Quick Adaptor.
5. Spray the area to be treated from around 6-10 cm away. Repeat the spraying and drying
process several times to layer the paint until the original surface is no longer visible.
6. After painting the colour, remove the colour paint with its Quick Adaptor, and attach the
clear coat in the same way as in Step 4.
7. After drying for 5-10 minutes (depending on temperature), test the clear for about 3
seconds against some newspaper etc. Then, spray over a slightly wider area (+5 cm in
each direction) than that painted by colour.
8. Repeat the spraying and drying process several times to layer the clear  until sufficient
gloss appears.
Note: For tidying up and unevenness or spray dust, use Air Touch Finishing Kit - Gradator
or Air Touch Finishing Spray.

Air-Touch Finishing Kit [Clear]
Clear for Air-Touch: 12ml
Quick Adaptor × 2 pcs

4975759092230

ZV9H57FJUKTMMNKV

09223

310 215 238W H D mm

Case dimension

2.1 kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

B-223
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Finish spray for Air-Touch.  Get rid of roughness around the area where
sprayed Air-Touch to shade off the boundary of a surface.
Attach new developed quick adaptor can replace from Touch Up Paint to
Gradator only 3 seconds. It achieves replacing without washing the nozzle.

Directions:

Air-Touch Finishing Kit [Gradator]
Gradator for Air-Touch: 12ml
Quick Adopter × 2pcs (Black: for Gradator,
Transparent: for Touch Up Paint)

4975759092247

ZV9H57FJUKTMMORV

09224

310 215 238W H D mm

Case dimension

2.1 kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

B-224
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code
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Use this spray to remove paint and correct mistakes with Soft99 Air-Touch
paint repair system. Spray onto a clean cloth, and wipe away the paint to be
removed.

Directions:

Adjusting-Spray for Air Touch
80ml

4975759080190

ZV9H57FJUKSKLTKV

08019

235 147 285W H D mm

Case dimension

3.8 kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

BP-19
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

A spare head for Air Touch allows the use of multiple colours of paint without
the need to wash out the head. 

Directions:
1. Attach to the Air Touch.
2. Spray through for 2 seconds.
3. Shake the Touch Paint well, before attaching it to the air touch and painting.

Spare Cap for Air Touch
1pc

4975759090366

ZV9H57FJUKTKNQQV

09036

415 115 523W H D mm

Case dimension

2.0 kg

Case weight

50
Case unit

B-036
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code
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This is the ultimate quick-fix for scratches on a car body or painted plastic parts.
Just draw along the scratch with the crayon type applicator to fill in and mask
even deep scratches, vastly improving appearances in just a few seconds!
Even though it is so simple to apply, the materials is highly durable, resisting
temperatures up to 80°C and can only be removed with powerful solvents. It
can also be compounded to improve the result even more!

Directions:
1. Remove rust, oil, burring, and water from the area to be treated.
2. Apply to the scratched area to fill the scratch. When layering, wait ten
minutes between each layer.
3. Apply more than enough to fill the scratch, and then use compound later for
a smooth finish. Wait at least 24 hours before using compound. Complete
hardening usually takes about one week.

Kizu Pen - White
White 7g

4975759080510

ZV9H57FJUKSKPLKV

08051

140 210 240W H D mm

Case dimension

1.3 kg

Case weight

50
Case unit

BP-51
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

This is the ultimate quick-fix for scratches on a car body or painted plastic parts.
Just draw along the scratch with the crayon type applicator to fill in and mask
even deep scratches, vastly improving appearances in just a few seconds!
Even though it is so simple to apply, the materials is highly durable, resisting
temperatures up to 80°C and can only be removed with powerful solvents. It
can also be compounded to improve the result even more!

Directions:
1. Remove rust, oil, burring, and water from the area to be treated.
2. Apply to the scratched area to fill the scratch. When layering, wait ten
minutes between each layer.
3. Apply more than enough to fill the scratch, and then use compound later for
a smooth finish. Wait at least 24 hours before using compound. Complete
hardening usually takes about one week.

Kizu Pen - White Pearl 
White Pearl 7g

4975759080527

ZV9H57FJUKSKPMRV

08052

140 210 240W H D mm

Case dimension

1.3 kg

Case weight

50
Case unit

BP-52
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

This is the ultimate quick-fix for scratches on a car body or painted plastic parts.
Just draw along the scratch with the crayon type applicator to fill in and mask
even deep scratches, vastly improving appearances in just a few seconds!
Even though it is so simple to apply, the materials is highly durable, resisting
temperatures up to 80°C and can only be removed with powerful solvents. It
can also be compounded to improve the result even more!

Directions:
1. Remove rust, oil, burring, and water from the area to be treated.
2. Apply to the scratched area to fill the scratch. When layering, wait ten
minutes between each layer.
3. Apply more than enough to fill the scratch, and then use compound later for
a smooth finish. Wait at least 24 hours before using compound. Complete
hardening usually takes about one week.

Kizu Pen - Blue
Blue 7g

4975759080558

ZV9H57FJUKSKPPSV

08055

140 210 240W H D mm

Case dimension

1.3 kg

Case weight

50
Case unit

BP-55
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

This is the ultimate quick-fix for scratches on a car body or painted plastic parts.
Just draw along the scratch with the crayon type applicator to fill in and mask
even deep scratches, vastly improving appearances in just a few seconds!
Even though it is so simple to apply, the materials is highly durable, resisting
temperatures up to 80°C and can only be removed with powerful solvents. It
can also be compounded to improve the result even more!

Directions:
1. Remove rust, oil, burring, and water from the area to be treated.
2. Apply to the scratched area to fill the scratch. When layering, wait ten
minutes between each layer.
3. Apply more than enough to fill the scratch, and then use compound later for
a smooth finish. Wait at least 24 hours before using compound. Complete
hardening usually takes about one week.

Kizu Pen - Silver
Silver 7g

4975759080596

ZV9H57FJUKSKPTQV

08059

140 210 240W H D mm

Case dimension

1.3 kg

Case weight

50
Case unit

BP-59
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code
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This is the ultimate quick-fix for scratches on a car body or painted plastic parts.
Just draw along the scratch with the crayon type applicator to fill in and mask
even deep scratches, vastly improving appearances in just a few seconds!
Even though it is so simple to apply, the materials is highly durable, resisting
temperatures up to 80°C and can only be removed with powerful solvents. It
can also be compounded to improve the result even more!

Directions:
1. Remove rust, oil, burring, and water from the area to be treated.
2. Apply to the scratched area to fill the scratch. When layering, wait ten
minutes between each layer.
3. Apply more than enough to fill the scratch, and then use compound later for
a smooth finish. Wait at least 24 hours before using compound. Complete
hardening usually takes about one week.

Kizu Pen - Gunmetal Grey
Gunmetal Grey 7g

4975759080602

ZV9H57FJUKSKQKMV

08060

140 210 240W H D mm

Case dimension

1.3 kg

Case weight

50
Case unit

BP-60
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

This is the ultimate quick-fix for scratches on a car body or painted plastic parts.
Just draw along the scratch with the crayon type applicator to fill in and mask
even deep scratches, vastly improving appearances in just a few seconds!
Even though it is so simple to apply, the materials is highly durable, resisting
temperatures up to 80°C and can only be removed with powerful solvents. It
can also be compounded to improve the result even more!

Directions:
1. Remove rust, oil, burring, and water from the area to be treated.
2. Apply to the scratched area to fill the scratch. When layering, wait ten
minutes between each layer.
3. Apply more than enough to fill the scratch, and then use compound later for
a smooth finish. Wait at least 24 hours before using compound. Complete
hardening usually takes about one week. 

Kizu Pen - Black
Black 7g

4975759080619

ZV9H57FJUKSKQLTV

08061

140 210 240W H D mm

Case dimension 

1.3 kg

Case weight

50
Case unit

BP-61
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

This is the ultimate quick-fix for scratches on a car body or painted plastic parts.
Just draw along the scratch with the crayon type applicator to fill in and mask
even deep scratches, vastly improving appearances in just a few seconds!
Even though it is so simple to apply, the materials is highly durable, resisting
temperatures up to 80°C and can only be removed with powerful solvents. It
can also be compounded to improve the result even more!

Directions:
1. Remove rust, oil, burring, and water from the area to be treated.
2. Apply to the scratched area to fill the scratch. When layering, wait ten
minutes between each layer.
3. Apply more than enough to fill the scratch, and then use compound later for
a smooth finish. Wait at least 24 hours before using compound. Complete
hardening usually takes about one week.

Kizu Pen - Matte Black 
Matte Black 7g

4975759080626

ZV9H57FJUKSKQMQV

08062

140 210 240W H D mm

Case dimension

1.3 kg

Case weight

50
Case unit

BP-62
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

The perfect quick fix for a nasty scratch or chip in your paint, these ultra-thin
sheets feature a flexible paint layer that combines versatility with genuine auto
paint looks to massively improve appearance anywhere on the body or bumper
of your vehicle. The high-powered waterproof adhesive provides excellent
mechanical and weather resistance.

Directions:
1. Before applying the patch, thoroughly clean and dry the area to be treated.
Be sure to remove all oils/silicone residues. We recommend Soft99 Silicone Off
(sold separately) for easy degreasing. If burring, flaking or rust is present,
prepare surface with sandpaper.
2. With clean hands, carefully remove the sticker from the backing sheet and
apply against the scratch. Taking care to avoid bubbles and creases, press
down the sticker with a finger to adhere.
Note: Take care not to touch the adhesive surface, or allow dust or dirt to
attach. Once adhered, stickers may not be reused. Stickers may be cut to
shape with scissors.

Car body Repair Patch - White
White 1 sheet (80×150mm)

4975759021018

ZV9H57FJUKMLKLSV

02101

256 122 206W H D mm

Case dimension

1.5 kg

Case weight

50
Case unit

BP-75
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code
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The perfect quick fix for a nasty scratch or chip in your paint, these ultra-thin
sheets feature a flexible paint layer that combines versatility with genuine auto
paint looks to massively improve appearance anywhere on the body or bumper
of your vehicle. The high-powered waterproof adhesive provides excellent
mechanical and weather resistance.

Directions:
1. Before applying the patch, thoroughly clean and dry the area to be treated.
Be sure to remove all oils/silicone residues. We recommend Soft99 Silicone Off
(sold separately) for easy degreasing. If burring, flaking or rust is present,
prepare surface with sandpaper.
2. With clean hands, carefully remove the sticker from the backing sheet and
apply against the scratch. Taking care to avoid bubbles and creases, press
down the sticker with a finger to adhere.
Note: Take care not to touch the adhesive surface, or allow dust or dirt to
attach. Once adhered, stickers may not be reused. Stickers may be cut to 
shape with scissors.

Car body Repair Patch - White Pearl
White Pearl 1 sheet (80×150mm)

4975759021025

ZV9H57FJUKMLKMPV

02102

256 122 206W H D mm

Case dimension

1.5 kg

Case weight

50
Case unit

BP-76
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

The perfect quick fix for a nasty scratch or chip in your paint, these ultra-thin
sheets feature a flexible paint layer that combines versatility with genuine auto
paint looks to massively improve appearance anywhere on the body or bumper
of your vehicle. The high-powered waterproof adhesive provides excellent
mechanical and weather resistance.

Directions:
1. Before applying the patch, thoroughly clean and dry the area to be treated.
Be sure to remove all oils/silicone residues. We recommend Soft99 Silicone Off
(sold separately) for easy degreasing. If burring, flaking or rust is present,
prepare surface with sandpaper.
2. With clean hands, carefully remove the sticker from the backing sheet and
apply against the scratch. Taking care to avoid bubbles and creases, press
down the sticker with a finger to adhere.
Note: Take care not to touch the adhesive surface, or allow dust or dirt to
attach. Once adhered, stickers may not be reused. Stickers may be cut to 
shape with scissors.

Car body Repair Patch - Silver Metallic
Silver Metallic 1 sheet (80×150mm)

4975759021032

ZV9H57FJUKMLKNMV

02103

256 122 206W H D mm

Case dimension

1.5 kg

Case weight

50
Case unit

BP-77
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

The perfect quick fix for a nasty scratch or chip in your paint, these ultra-thin
sheets feature a flexible paint layer that combines versatility with genuine auto
paint looks to massively improve appearance anywhere on the body or bumper
of your vehicle. The high-powered waterproof adhesive provides excellent
mechanical and weather resistance.

Directions:
1. Before applying the patch, thoroughly clean and dry the area to be treated.
Be sure to remove all oils/silicone residues. We recommend Soft99 Silicone Off
(sold separately) for easy degreasing. If burring, flaking or rust is present,
prepare surface with sandpaper.
2. With clean hands, carefully remove the sticker from the backing sheet and
apply against the scratch. Taking care to avoid bubbles and creases, press
down the sticker with a finger to adhere.
Note: Take care not to touch the adhesive surface, or allow dust or dirt to
attach. Once adhered, stickers may not be reused. Stickers may be cut to 
shape with scissors.

Car body Repair Patch - Black
Black 1 sheet (80×150mm)

4975759021049

ZV9H57FJUKMLKOTV

02104

256 122 206W H D mm

Case dimension

1.5 kg

Case weight

50
Case unit

BP-78
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

This hard felt-tipped pen makes it easy to accurately paint tyre lettering in
white.

Directions:
1. Use detergent to wash off dirt, wax, oil, and any coating before drying
completely. Do not apply to hot tyres. 
2. With the cap on, shake well. Remove the cap and gently press the brush
onto scrap cardboard until paint comes out. 
3. After testing the pen on scrap cardboard, apply to the tyre lettering. If
necessary, apply another coat after drying completely.
4. If a mistake is made, do not panic. Allow to dry completely before tidying up
the edges with the black pen. 

Tire Marker White
White 8ml

4975759091332

ZV9H57FJUKTLNNMV

09133

270 220 220W H D mm

Case dimension

2.1 kg

Case weight

50
Case unit

B-133
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code
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This ultra-thin paint sheet covers up scratches easily. A flexible paint surface
allows the patch to adhere firmly to any kind of curved surface. Included are
sandpaper and a spatula to help you achieve a perfect fit.

Directions:
1. Scrape off any burrs from the scratching with the included sandpaper.
Remove any dirt and oil from the area, and dry thoroughly. Oil may be removed
with Soft99 Silicone Off.
2. With clean hands, lift the sticker from the release sheet, and attach to the
patching area, taking care to avoid creases. Use the spatula to apply in
awkward areas.

Alloy Wheel Repair Patch
1 sheet (80×150mm) 
Water proof sand paper × 1
Spatula × 1

4975759020288

ZV9H57FJUKMKMSSV

02028

545 214 240W H D mm

Case dimension

2.0 kg

Case weight

50
Case unit

BP-21
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code


